
Year 4:         Autumn 1 

Link 1:   know how pulleys work 

Share read about machines e.g. David Macaulay ‘How machines work’  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ exploded 

diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD/ 

Learn how pulleys and gears are used and how they work.  

Look at some technological designs that use them e.g. lifts, cranes, bikes etc.  

Experiment with making pulleys.  

Make labelled technical style drawings from different views.  

Learn how to draw engineering designs accurately in pencil and with a rule. http://www.instructables.com/id/The-

trebuchet-from-plywood/   

Solve a problem e.g. how can the Roman soldiers use pulleys to load a trebuchet to defend armies to the north of 

Hadrian’s wall?  

Work together to solve problems, learning from their mistakes.  

Use computer programs to help them with their design.  

Practice using temporary fixings etc before making the final design.  

Show their designs to others and evaluate how well they can solve the problem.  

 

Link 1:   know how gears work on a bike and a car 

Share read about machines e.g. David Macaulay ‘How machines work’  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ exploded 

diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD/ 

Deconstruct a bike to see how gears are made and how and why they are useful.  

Observe basic changes to wheel RPM with alternating gear rations.  

Explain about car gears and how they are used in cars. http://www.explainthatstuff.com/gears.html   

Learn how other designers have used gears e.g. food mixer.  

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    know how pulleys and gears are used to solve problems 

Share read about machines e.g. David Macaulay ‘How machines work’  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ exploded 

diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD/ 

http://www.instructables.com/id/The-trebuchet-from-plywood/
http://www.instructables.com/id/The-trebuchet-from-plywood/
http://www.explainthatstuff.com/gears.html


Adapt the trebuchet using gears to drive the Pulleys and reload faster. 

https://www.bclm.co.uk/media/learning/library/fairground-project-planner-2014.pdf   

Learn how gears work in fairground rides e.g. spinning tea cups.  

Make labelled design/annotated drawing from different views using pencil, rule and accurate drawing.  

Plan an order for their work.  

Evaluate their work as they go and write a final evaluation.  

Write a fact file entry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bclm.co.uk/media/learning/library/fairground-project-planner-2014.pdf


Year 4:         Autumn 2 

Link 1:   know how mechanisms are used in the modern world 

Share read about machines e.g. David Macaulay ‘How machines work’  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ exploded 

diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD/ gears and pulleys,  

Learn about levers, linkages and basic mechanisms.  

Recall and describe the four basic motions. 

Look at how mechanisms are used in the modern world. Understand how and why they are useful.  

Develop an idea of using levers to make a 3D greetings card e.g. with a moving Santa up and down the chimney. 

Make and decorate their finished card and evaluate how well they have met the original brief.  

Write a section of an information book/text book. 

 

Link 2:   know how to use a range of stitches to embroider the front/ back/ inside of their emerging 

Christmas card 

Share read about machines e.g. David Macaulay ‘How machines work’  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ exploded 

diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD/ gears and pulleys,  

Work independently from visual cue cards and instructions to create a small fabric product. Skills scaffolding design 

so that student can develop/personalise the end product.  

Revise a range of stitches. Measure, pin, cut and join fabric.  

Use graphic design and computer-aided design to design what it will look like when added to the levers they have 

already made.  

Evaluate their work throughout the process.  

Use these to create a Christmas character e.g. knitted sheep, knitted chimney etc. Identify the purpose and the 

user/audience for their designs and make annotated drawings.  

Write a section of an information book/text book. 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    create a finished card and dish for a Christmas meal 

Share read about machines e.g. David Macaulay ‘How machines work’  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD/ gears and pulleys/  

Generate ideas for their cake/pies and decoration 



Consider in their design brief, the market, the purpose and the user.  

Make labelled annotated drawings and a list of processes.  

Measure ingredients very carefully and learn cooking techniques in making a Christmas cake and mince pies.   

Learn how to ice their cakes and pies and how to decorate them to have a Christmas feel. Add this to their 

completed Christmas card and setting.  

Evaluate their design against the original design brief.  

Write a section of an information book/text book. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 4:         Spring 1 

Link 1:   know the function, purpose, user of a weather vane 

Share read about weather e.g. A Westervelt ‘American weathervanes’  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD/ gears and pulleys/  

Learn about weather vanes. Research how weather vanes work.  

Generate ideas and create a design brief based on purpose, product, user etc.  

List the materials and the processes at each stage.  

Draw annotated sketches from different angles in pencil and accurately. Use computer-aided design.  

 

Link 2:   know how to make the weather vane rotate 

Share read about weather e.g. A Westervelt ‘American weathervanes’  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD/ gears and pulleys/  

Revise weather vanes and how they work.  

Learn about ways of making the vane rotate.  

Create a prototype to test out the features that work and those that need to go back to the design phase.  

Start to create their vanes and select materials and joins to make sure they do not blow away but rotate for wind 

direction.  

Make, decorate, test and evaluate their finished designs.  

Write a description of events. 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    know how to use cogs and gears to make a windmill 

Share read about weather e.g. A Westervelt ‘American weathervanes’  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD/ gears and pulleys/  

Learn about turbines.  

Make links to weather vane rotation and the important of wind turbine rotating to face wind.  

Revise what they know about cogs and gears.  

Deconstruct a traditional windmill to see how it was built and how it works.  

Demonstrate the rotation of a geared motor axle generating a current.  



Discuss what makes a wind turbine generate more power. (Blade size, Revolutions, Gearing etc)   

Generate ideas and a design brief based on the turbine.  

List materials and processes for making the wind turbine.  

Draw annotated sketches from different angles and use computer-aided design.  

Design and make a windmill with gears.  

Competitively test and record the current produced by each under a standard artificial wind.  

Evaluate how well it met the design brief.  

Write a description of events. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 4:         Spring  2 

Link 1:   know how to knit and purl 

Share read about sewing and knitting 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD/ gears and pulleys/  

Look at clips of people knitting and of it being done through technology.  

Learn about technological advances in knitting. https://www.pinterest.co.uk/rcreationsuk/beginners-knitting-

patterns/   

Generate an idea for an egg cosy.  

Learn some knitting stitches e.g. knit, purl.  

 

 

Link 2:   know how to read and follow a simple knitting pattern 

Share read about sewing and knitting 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD/ gears and pulleys/  

Revise some knitting stitches.  

Use and follow a knitting pattern to make an egg cosy, for example: https://www.handylittleme.com/2017-10-1-

flower-egg-cosy-knitting-pattern/  

Create a design brief based on purpose, product and user.  

Evaluate the finished cosy against the design brief.  

Write a pamphlet/leaflet. 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    create a product which uses knitting and sewing knowledge 

Share read about sewing and knitting 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD/ gears and pulleys/  

Revise some knitting stitches.  

Revise some sewing stitches they have already learned.  

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/rcreationsuk/beginners-knitting-patterns/
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/rcreationsuk/beginners-knitting-patterns/
https://www.handylittleme.com/2017-10-1-flower-egg-cosy-knitting-pattern/
https://www.handylittleme.com/2017-10-1-flower-egg-cosy-knitting-pattern/


Look at clips of people sewing and advances in technology over time. Generate ideas to create a cross stitch 

product https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=cross+stitch+for+kids&qpvt=cross+stitch+for+kids&FORM=IGRE  

e.g. book mark, picture, table mat; fridge magnet.  

Plan materials, equipment, process, and create a design brief. Link to what they have already learned in knitting.  

Create their product and evaluate it against their design brief.  

Write a pamphlet/leaflet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=cross+stitch+for+kids&qpvt=cross+stitch+for+kids&FORM=IGRE


Year 4:         Summer  1 

Link 1:   know how to use their knowledge of circuits to make a game  

Share read about electricity 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD/ gears and pulleys/  

Evaluate how electric circuits are used in some games e.g. Operation.  

Play operation and suggest how the game is made to work.  

Design a quiz game in which the answers and questions are connected by a circuit board, a correct answer for 

example makes a buzzer sound or a bulb to light. Create a design using annotated drawings and technical drawings 

Make a small prototype to identify if the idea will work.  

Understand the concept of prototype with temporary fixings.  

Make the quiz game.  

Evaluate each groups’ progress so far and consider improvements.  

Write up an explanation of the design.  

Write a diary/journal entry.  

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    create a figure with moving parts generated through circuits 

Share read about electricity 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD/ gears and pulleys/  

Revise how electric circuits are used in some games e.g. Operation.  

https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/31666/circuit-clowns   

Generate ideas for a circuit figure e.g. a circuit clown/comedian/politician/teacher with a nose that lights up and tie 

that whirls.  

Develop an idea and keep changing it until they are secure with the idea. Revise what they did in their game and 

suggest amendments.  

Make a labelled and annotated drawing;  

List the equipment and processes and create a design brief.  

Make the figure, testing it out and improving it.  

Write a diary/journal entry. 

 

 

https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/31666/circuit-clowns


Year 4:   Summer 2  

Link 1:  know how to show their volcano designs in different ways 

Share read about volcanoes.   

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD/ gears and pulleys/  

Look at video clips and images of volcanoes, of bubbling lava in geysers. 

Think about how they can construct a volcano and the materials they might need.  

Plan the size and measurements of the volcano to make it s reasonable size e.g. 30m high, circumference of 60cm 

at the base, diameter of….  

Think about how they will get their design to stand up e.g. wooden frame? Papier mache?  

Think about how their volcano will look, a long low volcano or a traditional looking volcano? 

Design and annotate their design with ideas about the materials, size, structure etc. Use exploded diagrams to 

show their design, show cross sectional diagrams.  

Use pencil, ruler for their design in their DT books, and understand they will follow the design closely to make the 

volcano so the design is important.  

Create a frame for their volcano using a prototype to see if it works.  

Understand the idea of sturdiness of a structure.   

Write a newspaper report/magazine. 

 

Link 2:  know air pressure can be used to produce movement 

Share read about volcanoes.   

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD/ gears and pulleys/  

Learn how air pressure can be used to produce and control movement.  

Learn techniques for making simple pneumatic systems. Investigate and analyse a range of existing products. 

Watch some videos of how air pressure makes things move:  

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=air+pressure+experiment+for+kids&qpvt=air+pressure+experiment+for+ki

ds&FORM=VDRE  

Try out some air pressure experiments. 

Show a range of familiar objects that use air to make them work.  

Construct a simple pneumatic system by joining a balloon to 5mm tubing and then to a washing up liquid bottle. 

Construct own pneumatic system and investigate how it works.  

Introduce idea of having a ‘working design’. Think about how air pressure may help to show the vocano erupting. 

Think about the materials they are going to use and whether they will work. 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=air+pressure+experiment+for+kids&qpvt=air+pressure+experiment+for+kids&FORM=VDRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=air+pressure+experiment+for+kids&qpvt=air+pressure+experiment+for+kids&FORM=VDRE


Create their final design with labelled annotated drawings from different views.  

Write a newspaper report/magazine. 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      make an ‘erupting’ volcano 

Share read about volcanoes.   

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/  

Revise how air pressure can be used to produce and control movement. Revise techniques for making simple 

pneumatic systems. Investigate and analyse a range of existing products. 

Make their volcanoes as sturdy as possible.  

Learn how to work as a team and that each team member may have his/her own job in the team. 

Decorate the volcano ready for showing to the class 

Write up a newspaper experiment.  

 

Bridging project 

Know the concept of species 

Share read ‘The diary of a killer cat’ 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD/ gears and pulleys/  

Look at cat flaps and how they work. 

Understand that some cat flaps are electronic and the cat can open them because they have a special collar. 

Understand the idea of hinges. Learn how hinges work and how they work in a cat flap.  

Learn how to put on a hinge into wood. Learn how to drill holes, use a screwdriver etc.  

Design a flap big enough for a cat to come through using hinges. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


